
Pony Club Tetrathlon Championships 2021 

Offchurch Bury, Warwickshire 

13th, 14th & 15th August 

The route to the 2021 Championships this year was tortuous.  Many of our competitors 
were battling the demands of Covid isolation and illness which prevented some from  
qualifying in the usual way at Area Trials. The National Tetrathlon committee were mindful 
of these trials and proved accommodating in allowing those who could prove their worth 
somehow to get a ticket to the Championships – a goal that means so much to members 
who have trained hard for two years now without a National Final to compete at.  

One way or another we managed to qualify one Open team, two Intermediate teams, three 
Junior teams plus one Junior individual for Offchurch. We were also able to field a  
Grassroots team or four.  Twenty-seven Beaufort Tetrathletes in all.  Definitely two  
marquees required in the packing! 

Some made the journey up on Thursday, particularly those with pre-9am shoot times 
scheduled for Friday morning.  The stabling area incorporated some 400 stables and the 
check in proved somewhat chaotic.  A new online stable booking system was used for 2021 
with control handed over to PCHQ in the last few days. The valiant stable managers did 
their best in the aftermath of a disorganised handover. After plenty of stable swapping and 
jigging around, the horses were settled.  The Connors had a rather traumatic episode when 
their booked caravan failed to show up due to the owner’s ill health.  A miraculous  
substitute vehicle was summoned up before nightfall to their eternal relief. Those who had 
the foresight/space to bring bicycles were entirely justified in their planning – the hub was 
some considerable distance from the camping and stabling with a rather frustrating one-
way car system that led to some level of disobedience to the signs that demanded a  
complete exit and entry from the event site in order to return from the hub to the camp 
site!  



On Friday morning the alarms peeled early. The first shoot detail was at 8am in the  
marquee on site.  A brisk walk was in order to get the oxygen pumping before Phase One.  
The Open competitors shot first and it was a good return of scores for them with Poppy C 
on 940, Yasmin K & Will C on 920 and Josh B on 840.   
Intermediates up next and again some notable results.  Millie S was our best shot on 940, 
Sam B & Lucy P recorded 880 & George S 800.  Ollie L, Alice E & Ellie shot competitively to 
support their respective teams. 
On to the Junior section which fielded large classes and a very high standard of shooting; 
there was a 1000 shoot in both Girls and Boys sections!  Sienna K scored best for our girls 
on 920 with Bel M close behind on 900.  Miles H, one of our youngest competitors in this 
class scored an excellent 920 with Harry B following hard on his heels with 900.  
The Grassroots event runs at the same time as the main Championships with the ride 
phase over a set of Show Jumps.  Competitors can elect whether to jump 60cm or 80cm 
with no penalties for choosing the smaller course. Teams can enter direct without the 
need for qualifiers however this in no way diminishes the quality and competitiveness of 
the class. This category is hard fought by some of the most talented Minis and Novice  
Juniors/Seniors nationwide.  There was some great shooting from the Beaufort Grassroots 
team with both Holly R & Georgia G recording 920, Zara BT an excellent 880 and Tensie L 
840.  A really good start. 



This year the pool used was Newbold Comyn Leisure Centre in Leamington Spa.  Some of 
us recognised this pool from the championships a few years ago when we used a far-from 
finished incarnation of this venue while it was still under construction.  A highly complex 
car rota was put in place to get everyone to the pool on time.  There was the option of a 
half hour leisurely walk from Offchurch, but we chose to preserve the energy of all involved 
by chauffeuring them door to door.  

Again, it was the Open class first.  Will and Josh recorded 11L 15 & 10L 24 respectively. 
Poppy and Yasmin 9L 9 and 7L 6 respectively. The team score was looking good. 

Inters followed and our star swimmer, Ollie L, did not disappoint with 10L 24 for 3rd place 
in this phase.  Millie S followed up her excellent shoot with the best Beaufort Inter Girls 
swim on 7L 21.  

Our Junior Boy swimmers are all very closely matched.  Harry B had his nose in front with 
7L 24, Xavi was only a metre behind and Orlo close to them both on 7L 20.  Our best girl 
swimmer was Bel M who smashed the 8L target.   

The Grassroots swimmers did us proud with Georgia G swimming 7L 15 and Holly 7L 3. 



If anyone thought the day was over, they were in for a surprise.  There were still horses to 
look after and exercise – at least two outings a day is needed when they are cooped up in 
small stables with caged in top doors.  Competitors also required at least one, and for early 
ride starters, two cross country course walks.  We are lucky to have several parents 
amongst our group with sufficient personal cross country riding experience to lead these 
course walks.  Emma Barker led Junior Boys, Alex Connors led Junior Girls, Cathy Stratton 
led Intermediate Boys & Girls and Alex the Open team.  Splitting off the course walks into 
smaller groups allowed for “enhanced concentration”. Well, that’s the theory anyway!  It is 
important to note that in Tetrathlon there is plenty of gamesmanship in the ride phase.  
Each competitor starts with 1400 good points and so it is possible to take an L fence or two 
(charged at 70 penalties) and still be very competitive.  This is in contrast to eventing, 
where one mistake often means game over.  Additionally, time faults in Tet are only given 
for too slow, not for too fast.  The reason being that if you are especially quick at the gate 
and slip rail (for which an extra minute overall is allowed) you could easily be too fast  
without having actually travelled too fast.  Time faults are clocked up at 2 per second rather 
than 0.4 per second eventing (five times quicker than eventing!) so it is very important to 
finish within time if you possibly can.  A slow arrival at the finish is an expensive one. 



Our camp site was really a joy to behold.  The two Beaufort marquees were put up, side by 
side and by the time they were furnished with the Bush family garden furniture, twinkling 
lights and Blue & Gold bunting from the Event Flag Hire Company (Stratton family), it was 
no wonder that competitors from across the whole camp site congregated in our zone! 
During a telephone conversation with the Tet Chairman Mandy Donaldson, she said “so it’s 
YOU having the party then”.  She had received a few reports of our festivities from those 
seeking an early bedtime.  We assured her that the plug would be pulled at 11pm (as per 
camp site rules) and she assured us that anyone with a bone to pick had been advised they 
should have elected to stay in a B&B!  

There was some difficult news on Friday night when we heard that Sam B’s horse Reggie, 
due to travel up from home early on Saturday morning, had unfortunately suffered an  
adder bite in the field. This put him out of action for no more than a day or two but the 
rotten timing was such that Sam could not take part in the Tetrathlon ride phase.  We were 
all very sad for Sam and his family who have worked so hard to get to the Championships.  I 
am pleased to report that a week later Sam & Reggie were able to show what they could do 
with a fabulous clear around the PC100 Eventing course at the same venue. 

A note here to commend Lucy P who was suffering from the most wretched cold and  
completely lost her voice.  Yes, she tested multiple times for Covid and all negative.   
Despite feeling simply awful, she did not waver from her determination to see the whole 
weekend through.  

Saturday morning’s ride phase kicked off at 8.30 so there was no time for a lie in.  Up early. 
Minds focussed. Studs wrestled with and horses primed for action.  The course asked  
plenty of questions and we could not have been more proud of how all our riders and  
horses tackled it.   











The Open team recorded clears inside the time for Poppy, Will & Yasmin. Josh had one  

hiccup at the water but very nearly got home inside the time.  The feedback from parents 

and team-mates watching and reporting from around the course was really helpful to their 

cause.   

Intermediates up next.   Sam B and Aidan from the Ashford Valley PC (both unexpectedly 

horseless) were required to START every phase in order to keep their team scores counting.  

There was a large round of applause for the two boys who were released from the XC start 

in full riding kit on foot where they proceeded to jump the first fence to keep their team-

mates in contention.  Very sporting of them. George S and Bella recorded our only  

intermediate maximum ride score.  Together they found the key to a slightly faster pace  

allowing them to finish easily within the time.  Alice E and her faithful Paddy showed their 

class with a clear jumping round for just a very few time penalties.  Lucy P on the chestnut 

mare so generously lent by Gail Clutterbuck had a great round for 1192 with a mistake at 

just one fence.  Millie S was held at the slip rail and not properly instructed when to restart.  

We felt her time faults were excessive given the situation, but it would have been a hard 

case to argue. Ollie, Millie and Ellie all rode with great determination and got home with 

respectable scores.  

The long day marched on and Juniors had to wait some nervous hours for their allotted 

times. A mention here for the Hall family who most generously lent their lovely horse, Jack, 

to Xavier A.  Xav’s own horse had suffered an unfortunate last-minute injury and with little 

time to spare, the Halls offered an alternative ride.  Giving due credit to Xav, he rode this 

unfamiliar horse absolutely beautifully and came home clear inside the time. A great 

achievement of which he should be justly proud.  Other Juniors to come home penalty free 

included Sienna K, Rosie B, Emily M, Zara B, Harry B, Orlo C and George L.  Rory & Theo  

finished well with minor faults.  Miles had an unfortunate dismount at the water but  

bravely continued to complete his first Tet Championships in style.  Bel M continued to ride 

her inexperienced cross-country horse with great skill and patience, bringing him home 

safely.   

Meanwhile our Grassroots riders were slogging it out in the Show Jumping Arena.  Max ride 

points for Holly, just one error for Georgia and 1240 for Tensie – they all rode so well.   

However particular appreciation for Zara BT who competes at a high level in Dressage but 

rarely in jumping.  She was fortunate to be lent the fabulous Thomas by the Clark family.  

He proved once again what a hero he is by helping Zara in her hugely courageous journey 

round the Show Jumping course. 1400 clear – WOW – what an outstanding achievement! 

The grassroots competitors completed their competition on Saturday with the run phase.  

Georgia steamed in best of the Beauforts on 3m 52. Their team finished 4th and we will 

surely see more of this talented squad at the main championships before too long. 



Saturday night is party night! Olympics was the theme and every sport was represented.  
We gave the children a BBQ and packed them off to the hub.  Meanwhile parents relaxed 
and we hosted friends from other branches to an evening round the camp fire.  They all 
took a bit of rounding up at the end of the evening (not just the children!) but somehow 
the partygoers got sufficient sleep to look moderately with-it as Sunday Run-Day dawned. 







The relentless timetable kicked off with a 9am run heat and perhaps some regret from 
competitors at the previous night’s excesses…. Will, Josh, Poppy and Yas gave everything 
they had. Most thrilling of all was to see Poppy recording best run (5m 11) and claiming the 
Girls Open National title.  Poppy has followed this dream for some twelve years.  We all 
knew she COULD be national champion, but to fulfil your potential under pressure is still a 
very hard thing to do.  There could be no more deserving winner of this ultimate accolade. 

Will held on to a podium finish for 3rd in the Open Boys while Josh finished a very  
creditable 9th.  With Yas in 15th these four were delighted to find they had won the  
National Mixed Open team title. 

Intermediate runners next.  George ran a zinging 7 minutes while Ollie & Sam pounded 
round the track with great courage.  The Inter girls all ran better than ever they have  
before.  Such a monumental fight to the finish – we were so proud of them.  George  
finished in 4th place individually and the Inter Boys team were 2nd.  Lucy was our best  
Inter Girl and their team finished in 4th, just 17 points from 3rd. 

The Junior runners produced more reasons to be proud of this very capable squad.  Rory 
ran 4.52 for 3rd place in this phase.  Xav was just a whisker behind on 4.54 and George L on 
5.06.  In the girls’ class Emily M, our youngest female Junior ran an excellent 5.54. Special 
mention to Rosie B who twisted her ankle badly on Saturday but with the help of Dr Henry 
Murdoch, she strapped up her injured limb to complete the run phase regardless in an 
effort that required great bravery.  Our Junior Girls finished in team 3rd with Emily  
Murdoch best placed individually .  Our Junior Boys teams finished both 1st and 2nd with 
Xavi, Harry & Rory in 9th, 10th & 11th.  It was sad there were no other Junior Boys Teams 
to take them on, although I can confidently report that our A team finishing on 12,767 
would likely have thrashed any opposition in other years.  Still, we would like to see more 
Junior Boys branch teams forming for 2022. 











The prize giving was a happy affair with four trophies coming home to the Beaufort.   
Poppy’s individual Open title, the Open mixed Team title, the Junior Boys team title and a 
special cup for Yasmin who won the award for youngest girl to complete all four phases of 
the Open class. 

It only remains to thank all the Tet families, trainers, supporters and competitors for  
hanging in there during what has been an extraordinarily challenging 18 months.  It was 
just GREAT to see everyone competing hard and playing hard, enjoying the fruits of their 
labours and making more memories to be cherished. 











TETRATHLETES #wedoitall 

Ride Phase Video https://youtu.be/n0sA1uR15lI 

https://youtu.be/n0sA1uR15lI

